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Advanced RSS Mixer Enterprise (RRM) is a comprehensive RSS feed processing and management solution for
Windows, Mac and Linux. Main features of this RSS manager are: * Easily and automatically import RSS feeds into

the database. * Display RSS feeds listed by categories and sites. You may specify RSS feeds sources and filter
them by title, description, date or link. * Run this utility as a Windows service for automatic feed updates, when

you configure the RSS feed sources to be updated. * Easily and automatically import RSS feeds into the database.
* Run the tool as a background utility for automatic feed updates. * Customize RSS feed details, including

updating feeds, sorting by title, description or date, filtering RSS feeds by keywords, and adding images. * Import,
export and backup RSS feeds using XML format. * Backup and restore RSS feeds. * Schedule RSS feeds to be

updated at given time intervals. * Exclude certain days from the week or hours from the day from feed updates. *
Upload RSS feeds to your FTP server or your local drive. * Store RSS feeds anywhere (local or remote) on the hard

drive. * Run this utility as a background utility for automatic feed updates. * You can trigger the software to
update RSS feeds when you reboot, log off or shutdown the system. * Easily and automatically export RSS feeds
into your preferred format or email. * Automatically upload RSS feeds to your FTP server. * Run this utility as a

background utility for automatic feed updates. * Configure settings and run the utility using a Wizard. * Register,
login and view details of RSS feeds on your site. * Run this utility as a background utility for automatic feed

updates. * Send RSS feeds via email or to your FTP server as email attachments. * Import, export and backup RSS
feeds using XML format. * You can specify RSS feeds directly by clicking the view button. * RSS Manager for

Windows is a well-rounded RSS feed manager that will get the job done. Everything about this tool is very easy to
use - you can add feeds via a friendly wizard or enter them manually. For each feed, you can view the feed's title,

summary, or body, edit the feed's feed source, sort, and filter the feed items, and upload the feed to your FTP
server or to your website. RSS Manager for Windows is completely free and doesn't require any program

registration

Advanced RSS Mixer Premier

Advanced RSS Mixer Premier Full Crack is a lightweight application that is designed to help you download and
manage RSS feeds. The software is made available in a 3-step wizard-like interface, which provides you with a
clean and straightforward way to download RSS feeds. With the help of a wizard, you will be offered guidance

through the entire setup process, including presets, categories, source feeds, and user-defined ones, and several
options for sorting feeds, viewing details, and uploading. Advanced users can skip this step and tweak the settings

on their own. The tool lets you create a schedule in order to automatically update RSS feeds, search RSS feeds,
delete feeds, and upload the output to the desired location. You will be able to save your RSS feeds locally on your

computer, FTP upload it to a server, or upload it to a folder that is shared with the FTP server. The software
features helpful options for creating RSS feeds, which enable you to choose the encoding format, the feed titles
and description, the language, the date, the webmaster, the domain, the category, or the number of categories.

Plus, you will be able to add images to each RSS feed, localize the downloaded file, and allow the software to skip
specific days from the week or hours. The application allows you to capture the HTTP traffic in order to upload

data to the FTP server. In addition, the tool can set the status of your RSS feed. You will be able to use advanced
filtering, delete items, sort the feeds, and export details to a file. A log is kept with details about all your actions

and possible errors. What’s more, you will be allowed to choose the input file type, specify the maximum number
of feeds, sort items in the order that you want, and designate the folder where the RSS file should be saved

locally. You will also be able to select a sub-folder where RSS feeds should be uploaded automatically. You can
choose between the following output files: CSV, HTML, RSS. Advanced RSS Mixer Premier Torrent Download

Features: * Create the desired RSS feeds by choosing from several presets * Simplify the creation process for
advanced users * Filter RSS feeds by using key words * Sort RSS feeds by title, description, date, source link or *
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Move RSS feeds up or down * Capture HTTP traffic and upload data to the FTP server * Include images to RSS
feeds * Adjust the URL encoding format * Save RSS feeds locally on the hard drive * Automatically upload data to
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What's New in the?

Advanced RSS Mixer Enterprise is a professional tool for organizing RSS feeds and uploading them via FTP. You
are offered an intuitive user interface with a lot of convenient features for assisting you. Streamlining the RSS
workflow Advanced RSS Mixer Enterprise allows you to configure RSS feeds in several preset categories and sort
and organize them with ease. The tool supports HTTPS connection. You may specify the RSS title, description, link,
language, editor, copyright, webmaster, and category. In addition, you are allowed to tag items with metadata,
set up a schedule, and choose to have data updated or archived. In addition, you are allowed to select the desired
timespan to have data updated. Advanced RSS Mixer Enterprise allows you to filter RSS feeds according to the
latest date, webmaster, editor, and copyright. You may configure this filter to skip certain days, hours, and parts
of the day. You are also allowed to sort RSS feeds by title, description, link, source, and date, and choose between
two popular encoding methods. What’s more, RSS feeds are associated with images, and you can save the output
file locally on the hard drive. What is also nice to point out is that the RSS feeds can be uploaded to FTP servers.
Optimized for working with RSS feeds While both standard RSS feed readers and RSS toolboxes may include RSS
feed management features, the app is more powerful and comes with numerous advanced options. The software
comes with the ability to work with RSS feeds through HTTPS connections. Both RSS feeds and local files may be
uploaded. In addition, you are also allowed to select the desired timespan for RSS feeds to be updated. Moreover,
you are also allowed to remove the categories manually or have them created automatically. Advanced RSS Mixer
Enterprise supports the following encoding formats: ISO-8859-1, UTF-8, and Unicode. In addition, you may choose
between retaining line breaks, replacement of line breaks with spaces, and automatic correction of line breaks.
Seamless integration with major Windows applications The software is integrated with other Windows applications
through its RSS feed management capabilities. You may save the RSS output locally, upload RSS feeds to FTP
servers, and associate them with photos. Moreover, you may also schedule feeds to be updated periodically. You
may also create RSS feeds for calendars and choose between using Windows default encoding and Unicode.
Advanced RSS Mixer Premium is a software for automating RSS feed uploads with one of the most convenient
interfaces.
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System Requirements For Advanced RSS Mixer Premier:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Processor: 2.2 GHz dual core or faster Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or better, AMD Radeon R9 270 or better DirectX: Version 11 or higher
Storage: 3 GB available space Additional Notes: For optimized performance, we recommend a monitor with at
least 1920 x 1080 pixels at 60 Hz. Recommended: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
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